
I tell 
stories



“ALTHOUGH MANY OF MY STORIES ARE
MORBID, THEY ARE ONLY MEANT TO

BRING JOY AND LAUGHTER”

Roshni Srinivasan is a writer with a background in primarily screenwriting. She
is interested in telling stories that poke fun at the absurdity of human

psychology along with biting humour and entertainment. Much of her portfolio
of work is inspired by the 'Old Hollywood' aesthetic and B-movie moguls like

William Castle. A hint of campiness to go along with the more austiere themes of
life. She has worked under the mentorship of Legendary Lloyd Kaufman at

Troma Entertainment and has both written scripts and promotional campaigns
for the Troma Brand. She has spent 2 to 3 years in the business writing scripts
and ocassionally building conections working on sets as both actor and script
supervisor. Alongside screenwriting, Roshni has flair for all kinds of writing -

Editorial, features as well as copywriting. 



CONTENT WRITING
https://retrowitch.net/category/films/

https://www.troma.com

https://www.honest.com/h
ome

https://downrightcreepy.com/
https://retrowitch.net/category/films/
https://www.troma.com/
https://www.honest.com/home
https://www.honest.com/home






BLOGS,
FASHION
AND
MEDIA

CONTENT



'Dirty Realism'
A film pitch deck/ lookbook on a short documentary covering the underbelly of the 90's Heroine chic movement and size 0 fad. 





Welcome to Roshnime.com, your portal into the
captivating world of fashion conspiracy. Launched in
2020 by the visionary Roshni during her tenure at the

School of Visual Arts in New York, this blog unravels the
enigmatic underbelly of the fashion industry. Roshni’s
keen eye and insatiable curiosity have led her to dissect

the intricacies of the fashion world, exposing its
concealed secrets and shedding light on the industry’s

less-explored facets.
A dedicated fashion enthusiast, Roshni doesn’t merely

follow trends—she deconstructs them. Her blog serves as
a spotlight on emerging trends, influencers, and stylists,
offering readers an insider’s view into the dynamic and
ever-evolving fashion scene. Roshnime.com isn’t just a

blog; it’s a narrative that challenges conventional
perceptions and invites you to explore the hidden

narratives within the threads of the fashion tapestry.

https://roshnime.com/










https://www.cultraofficial.com/


All sorts of stories and short pieces about SEX,
POWER, SIRITUALITY- The absurd and

controversial! uncover the hidden, the unknown we
we were never encouraged to question.

— All from the perspective 
of a female horror writer.
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TOAST
TOAST is a magazine
by Roshni Srinivasan
dedicated to Film and
fashion enthusiasts! 

https://www.docdroid.net/XlRdSYu
/toast-volume-3-pdf









CREATIVE
PRODUCER
I spent the last 4 years expanding my skills from writing to being on set, producing and conceptualizing ideas to
bring them to fruition. Although writing is my main attribute, I’m also Visually skilled and able to physically
produce creative ideas and help brands and company’s tell incredible stories. 
 










